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Abstract: With the development of society and the rapid development of logistics 

industry, the throughput of daily goods delivery is very large. Due to the need of 

security check and distribution during the transportation of goods, it is difficult to avoid 

furniture breakage when goods are piled up, resulting in economic losses. In particular, 

most of the existing carton packaging is easily broken or deformed by external forces, 

and the cracked position often occurs at the top corner of the furniture. Therefore, it 

is necessary to wrap a lot of tape around the furniture for reinforcement when 

packaging, which results in waste of materials and reduces work efficiency. 
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1. Design Content 

The technical problem to be solved in this design is to avoid the breakage and 

deformation of furniture in the transportation process and to improve the packaging 

efficiency.  

The beneficial effect of this design is simple structure and quick disassembly. The 

protective cover installed outside the furniture can prevent the packaging from 

breaking and deformation after receiving external forces, reduce the use of tape, 

improve packaging efficiency and reduce economic losses.  

 

2. Technical scheme  

To provide a clearer picture of the design embodiment or the technical scheme of the 

existing technology, a brief description of the appendages to be used in the 

embodiment or the description of the existing technology is given below. Obviously, 

the attached drawings in the following description are just some examples of this 

design. For ordinary technicians in this field, other attached drawings can be obtained 

according to these attached drawings without any creative labor.  
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Figure 1 is the overall structure diagram provided for this design embodiment; 

In the figure: 1. Protective cover, 1.1. Braided rod, 1.2. Joint ring, 1.3. Positioning 

bar, 1.4. Mounting plate, 2. Box body, 2.1. Locating hole, 2.2. Bottom plate, 2.3. 

Mounting groove, 2.4. Vertical column, 3. Inner top cover, 3.1. Convex platform, 4. 

Outer top cover, 4.1. Hole, 4.2. Pressing plate, 5. Butterfly nut. 

In furniture design, one thing can replace another.  There are several kinds of 

alternative design: material substitution, component substitution, method substitution 

and technology substitution. 

Stacking Type . Some furniture series products, especially complete sets of products, 

require the intensive design that can be disassembled and assembled. The first is to 

design a series of products themselves with intensive functions. The second is to make 

the products intensive through intermediates. 

 

3. Specific Implementation Mode 

The above scheme is further explained with specific examples. It should be understood 

that these embodiments are intended to clarify the design rather than limit the scope 

of the design. The implementation conditions adopted in the example can be further 

adjusted according to the conditions of the specific manufacturer. The unspecified 

implementation conditions are usually the conditions in the conventional experiment. 
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Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the decomposition structure of figure 1 
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FIG. 3 shows the three-dimensional structure of the protective cover. 

In the process of adapting to and transforming nature, people's creation activities 

quietly change the way of life of human beings, and the modeling starts from the 

creation activities. Design has gone through the process from "spontaneous" to 

"conscious". "Spontaneous" production has been going on for quite some time. With 

the social reform, social mass production gradually takes shape, which leads to the 

social division of labor. At this time, "form" becomes an important factor in the work 

of creation, making design a "conscious" behavior. This kind of modeling and design 

activity that attaches great importance to the shape and substance of objects has 

become the forerunner of modern design and is the inevitable result of human social 

progress.  Therefore, modeling in a broad sense has nothing to do with the elements 

of beauty. Instead, it makes the form visible to the eye and tangible to the hands 

according to people's ideological activities. Modeling is narrowly defined as the art of 

modeling, which is used as a concept that contains certain art elements instead of 

artistic expression. Modelling formed beautiful figure or beautiful space on the base of 

the material. Modeling also refers to objects created or creation.  
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FIG. 4 shows the main visual structure of the protective cover. 

Let’s look at figure1 to figure 9. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the overall structure 

provided for this design embodiment. Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the 

decomposition structure of figure 1. FIG. 3 shows the three-dimensional structure of 

the protective cover. FIG. 4 shows the main visual structure of the protective cover. 

FIG. 5 shows the overhead structure of the protective cover; FIG. 6 shows the three-

dimensional structure in the direction of the bottom of the furniture; FIG. 7 shows the 

three-dimensional structure in the direction of the top of the furniture; FIG. 8 shows 

the three-dimensional structure of the inner top cover; FIG. 9 shows the three-

dimensional structure of the outer top cover. 

 

FIG. 5 shows the top view structure of the protective cover. 
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FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of the three-dimensional structure in the direction of 

the bottom of the box body; 

This embodiment provides a piece of anti-impact furniture including protective cover 

1, box body 2, inner cover 3, outer cover 4 and butterfly nut 5. Protective cover 1 

includes protective cover 1 including mounting plate 1.4, locating rod 1.3, connecting 

ring 1.2 and braided rod 1.1, and braided rod 1.1 is set with multiple roots along the 

circumference of mounting plate 1.4. With this setup, a seating chamber for furniture 

2 is formed between multi-leg 1.1 and mounting plate 1.4.  

And a plurality of braided rods uniformly arranged and installed around the mounting 

plate 1.4. The ends of the braided rods 1.1 are vertically connected with the mounting 

plate 1.4. The shield 1 includes a connecting ring 1.2 for connecting multiple braided 

rod 1.1, and the shield 1 also includes a locating rod 1.3 installed on the end face of 

the mounting plate 1.4 and parallel to the braided rod 1.1. The furniture 2 comprises 

a bottom plate 2.2 set at the bottom of the furniture 2 and an installation groove 2.3 

set at the top of the furniture 2 and used for the installation of the inner top cover 3. 

The furniture 2 also includes a column 2.4 that is perpendicular to the bottom plate 

2.2 and all arranged at the 2 edges and corners of the furniture. Along its axis, each 

column 2.4 is provided with a positioning hole 2.1 for mounting the positioning bar 

1.3. The inner top 3 is provided with a convex platform 3.1 for mounting in the 

mounting groove 2.3. The outer top cover 4 is provided with hole 4.1 for mounting 

positioning bar 1.3, and the outer top cover 4 is also provided with pressure plate 4.2. 

The protective cover 1 set is located on the outside of the furniture 2, and the bottom 

plate 2.2 is connected with the mounting plate 1.4. The outer top cover 4 is installed 

on the top of the inner top cover 3 and is connected with the braided rod 1.1.  
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Fig.7 shows the three-dimensional structure of the top direction of the furniture 

Furniture has always played an important role in human development. Furniture is 

created by human beings in the process of production and life. Accordingly, furniture 

has different meaning in different times and needs stylist to create. Innovation is the 

eternal theme of design, and the innovation of furniture design also means the 

innovation of lifestyle.  

In order to design an excellent furniture model, the first thing is to cultivate creative 

thinking and master innovative design methods. The connotation of design is creation 

and innovation. Furniture modelling design should have originality, so we must create 

a newer and more convenient function or arouse the new design of fresh modelling 

feeling. 

 

FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of the three-dimensional structure of the inner roof. 

The profile size of furniture mounting plate 1.4 is larger than that of furniture 2, which 

can make a gap between furniture 2 and cover 1, so it can protect furniture 2 through 
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cover 1. 

 

FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of the three-dimensional structure of the outer roof 

The form that cite also is the gimmick that furniture stylist modelling USES commonly. 

The processing of each part of this form fully refers to the furniture elements of the 

past. For example, some chairs seek historical context and combine the form of rocking 

chair in the past, reflecting the sense of nostalgia in real life, and also rendering the 

cultural atmosphere in the simple and comfortable design. The tactile form eschews 

geometry and varies with the form of a curved surface.  A recently developed tactile 

form that changes inorganic into organic, representing part of the human body or 

traces of touch in a certain part of the form. 

 

4. Conclusion  

The ideal implementation example of this design is the inspiration. Through the above 

explanation, relevant staff can make various changes and modifications without 

deviating from the technical idea of this design. The technical scope of this design is 

not limited to the contents in the specification. Its technical scope must be determined 

according to the scope of claims.  
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